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New 

The Self Explained
Why and How We Become Who We Are
Roy F. Baumeister, PhD

The idea of the self is immediately familiar to everyone, yet elusive to define and understand. From 
pioneering researcher Roy F. Baumeister, this volume synthesizes a vast body of knowledge to 

provide a panoramic view of the human self—how it develops and functions, why it exists, and what 
problems it encounters on the journey through life. What are the benefits of self-knowledge, and 
how attainable is it? Do we have one self, or many? What is the relationship of self and society? In 28  
concise chapters, Baumeister explains complex concepts with clarity and insight. He reveals the  
central role played by the self in enabling both individuals and cultures to thrive.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM
“Not since William James has anyone contributed more to the study of the self than Roy Baumeister. 
Trenchant and insightful, this book integrates an enormously broad and interdisciplinary literature 
to offer a novel take on what makes us who we are. As Baumeister convincingly shows, it is our 
social and cultural nature that has given us a self, and this guides what our selves are ultimately for.” 
 —Steven J. Heine, University of British Columbia

“Before Baumeister’s analysis of the self, I found myself telling my students that whenever you  
see ‘self followed by a hyphen’ (e.g., self-efficacy, self-esteem, self-control), hold on to your wallet. 
Baumeister’s brilliant book shows us how the self only makes sense as a product of the culture it  
lives in, how it changes over epochs, how difficult it is to ‘know thyself,’ and, most important, the 
indispensable reality of the self.” —Martin E. P. Seligman, University of Pennsylvania

“Baumeister is the world’s leading expert on the self. He provides a new model of the self and offers  
a staggering amount of evidence that supports this framework. This book is unique in its breadth 
and depth. It touches on human development, culture, motivation, interpersonal relationships, 
psychopathology, decision making, self-esteem, stress and coping, and personality. This masterful, 
comprehensive volume will guide the future scientific study of the self, and will be wonderful for use 
in undergraduate or graduate seminars.” —C. Nathan DeWall, University of Kentucky

April 12, 2022 
6" x 9" Hardcover, 420 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4928-3, $45.00

Global Certified Accessible ePub

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Roy F. Baumeister, PhD,  
is Professor Emeritus of 
Psychology at Florida  
State University and  
at the University of 
Queensland in Australia. 
One of social psychology’s 

most highly cited researchers, Dr. Baumeister 
has been conducting research, teaching,  
and thinking about the human self since  
the 1970s. 

Also see—

www.guilford.com/p/vohs2

CONTENTS
 I. The Remarkable Human Self
 1. What Is the Self?
 2. The Self in Social Context
 3. How the Modern Western Self Took Shape
 4. Different Societies Make Different Kinds  

of Selves
 5. Four Pitfalls of Self Theories
 II. Why Do We Have Selves?
 6. Some Beginnings of Self
 7. How Baby Grows Up to Have a Working Self
 8. Human Groups Need (and Shape) Selves
 9. Moral Reputation as a Foundation of Self
 10. The Unity Project
 III. Know Thyself 
 11. Self-Awareness
 12. What Sort of Knowledge Is Self-Knowledge?
 13. Why Know Thyself?
 14. Building Self-Knowledge

 15. Self-Esteem
 16. Accuracy and Illusion in Self-Beliefs
 IV. The Self as Active Agent
 17. The Self in Action
 18. Self-Regulation and Self-Control
 19. Decision Making, Autonomy, and Free Will
 V. The Self in Relation to Others 
 20. The Interpersonal Self
 21. The Self as Group Member
 22. Self-Presentation
 23. Self as Close Relationship Partner
 VI. Problems of Self
 24. Problems of the Modern Self
 25. The Stress of Self, and Some Escape Routes
 26. Selves and Mental Illness
 27. The Deep Puzzle of Self-Defeating Behavior
 28. Ways the Mind Can Organize Self-Beliefs
Epilogue. The Self
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New in Paperback

Social Psychology, THIRD EDITION
Handbook of Basic Principles
Edited by Paul A. M. Van Lange, PhD, E. Tory Higgins, PhD,  
and Arie W. Kruglanski, PhD

This definitive work—now extensively revised with virtually all new chapters—has introduced  
generations of researchers to the psychological processes that underlie social behavior. What sets 

the book apart is its unique focus on the basic principles that guide theory building and research. 
Since work in the field increasingly transcends such boundaries as biological versus cultural or  
cognitive versus motivational systems, the third edition has a new organizational framework. Leading 
scholars identify and explain the principles that govern intrapersonal, interpersonal, intragroup, and 
intergroup processes, in chapters that range over multiple levels of analysis. The book’s concluding  
section illustrates how social psychology principles come into play in specific contexts, including  
politics, organizational life, the legal arena, sports, and negotiation.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM
“The third edition offers a rich and stimulating foundation for graduate courses....With its many new 
chapters and highly accomplished authors, this handbook captures the excitement and richness of 
social psychology today.” —Phillip R. Shaver, University of California, Davis (Emeritus)

“This masterfully edited and lucidly written intellectual feast will be appreciated by researchers as well 
as by graduate students and advanced psychology majors.” 
 —Constantine Sedikides, University of Southampton, UK

“Provides a panoramic view of classic and emerging topics in social psychology….The third edition  
of this work will be a treasured companion as you navigate human social nature as we understand  
it today.” —Mahzarin R. Banaji, Harvard University

April 21, 2022 
7" x 10" Paperback, 638 Pages

ISBN 978-1-4625-5024-1, $55.00
Hardcover (2021):  

ISBN 978-1-4625-4398-4, $130.00

ABOUT THE EDITORS 
 Paul A. M. Van Lange, PhD, 
is Professor and Chair of 
Social Psychology at VU 
University Amsterdam,  
The Netherlands, and 
Distinguished Research 
Fellow at the University  
of Oxford, United Kingdom. 

 E. Tory Higgins, PhD, is the 
Stanley Schachter Professor 
of Psychology at Columbia 
University, where he is also 
Professor and Director of 
the Motivation Science 
Center at the Columbia 
Business School. 

Arie W. Kruglanski, PhD,  
is Distinguished University 
Professor of Psychology at 
the University of Maryland, 
College Park. 
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CONTENTS
 I. Principles in Theory
  INTRAPERSONAL LEVEL

 1. Evolutionary Foundations of Social Psychology, 
W. von Hippel, F. A. von Hippel, & Suddendorf

 2. Approach Motivation and Emotion  
from a Biological Perspective,  
E. Harmon-Jones & C. Harmon-Jones

 3. Judgment and Decision Making,  
Fiedler & McCaughey

 4. Construal Processes,  
Hubbard, Kalkstein, Liberman, & Trope

 5. Motives Working Together, Higgins & Nakkawita
 6. Human Autonomy in Social Psychology,  

Ryan & Deci
  INTERPERSONAL LEVEL

 7. The Biological Foundations and Modulation  
of Empathy, Hein, Qi, & Han

 8. Social Bonds, Algoe & Jolink
 9. Understanding the Minds of Others,  

Epley & Kardas
 10. Shared Reality, Echterhoff & Higgins
 11. Goal Transactivity, Finkel & Fitzsimons
 12. Major Principles of Attachment Theory,  

Simpson, Rholes, Eller, & Paetzold
 13. Relational Motives, Reis
  INTRAGROUP LEVEL

 14. Indirect Reciprocity, Gossip, and  
Reputation-Based Cooperation,  
Balliet, Wu, & Van Lange

 15. Aggression, Violence, and Revenge,  
DeWall & Chester

 16. Cultural Systems, Cohen, Liu, & Shin
 17. Social Ostracism, Hales & Williams
 18. The Social Power of Emotions, van Kleef
  INTERGROUP LEVEL

 19. Intergroup Processes, Pietraszewski
 20. Stereotype Content Model, Fiske, Nicolas, & Bai
 21. Perceiving Others as Group Members, 

Kawakami, Hugenberg, & Dunham
 22. Intergroup Contact and Prejudice Reduction, 

Love & Hewstone
 23. Categorization and Identity as Motivational 

Principles in Intergroup Relations,  
Ellemers & de Gilder

 24. Culture and Intergroup Relations,  
Kashima & Gelfand

 II. Principles in Context
 25. Helping, in Context, Aknin, Small, & Norton
 26. Social Psychology and Law, van den Bos
 27. Psychological Shortcomings to Optimal 

Negotiation Behavior, Jeong, Minson, & Gino
 28. How Prominent Features of Organizational  

Life Inform Principles of Social Psychology, 
Brockner, Wiesenfeld, & Fridman

 29. Political Extremism, Jasko, Webber, & Kruglanski
 30. Achievement Goals and Self-Regulation  

in the Sport Context, Van Yperen

Contributor Details: www.guilford.com/p/vanlange
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CONTENTS

New in Paperback

Handbook of Personality, FOURTH EDITION
Theory and Research
Edited by Oliver P. John, PhD and Richard W. Robins, PhD

Now in a revised and expanded fourth edition, this definitive reference and text has more than  
50% new material, reflecting a decade of theoretical and empirical advances. Prominent 

researchers describe major theories and review cutting-edge findings. The volume explores how  
personality emerges from and interacts with biological, developmental, cognitive, affective, and social 
processes, and the implications for well-being and health. Innovative research programs and methods  
are presented throughout. The concluding section showcases emerging issues and new directions  
in the field.

NEW TO THIS EDITION: s Expanded coverage of personality development, with  
chapters on the overall life course, middle childhood, adolescence, and early adulthood.  
s Three new chapters on affective processes, plus chapters on neurobiology, achievement  
motivation, cognitive approaches, narcissism, and other new topics. s Section on cutting-edge  
issues: personality interventions, personality manifestations in everyday life, geographical variation 
in personality, self-knowledge, and the links between personality and economics. s Added breadth 
and accessibility—42 more concise chapters, compared to 32 in the prior edition.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM
“This handbook is a powerful example of the breadth of the field....This fourth edition will be 
required reading for graduate students and will help scholars continue to integrate the diverse 
approaches to personality.” —William Revelle, Northwestern University

“This fourth edition is a tour de force! Chapters cover the gamut of contemporary personality  
theory and research, ranging from biological to cultural approaches….The writing is engaging and 
clear, at a level of detail suitable for graduate students and advanced undergraduates....This is a 
terrific resource for any psychologist’s bookshelf.” —Jennifer Crocker, The Ohio State University

CONTENTS
 I. Theoretical Perspectives  

and Conceptual Units
 1. The Evolution of Human Personality
 2. History, Measurement, and Conceptual 

Elaboration of the Big-Five Trait Taxonomy
 3. Toward an Integrative Theory of  

Motivation, Personality, and Development
 4. Achievement Goal Complexes
 5. Narrative Identity and the Life Story
 II. Biological Foundations
 6. Temperament
 7. Personality in Animals
 8. The Neurobiology of Personality
 9. Behavioral Genetics and Personality
 10. Molecular Genetics of Personality
 III. Development
 11. Personality Development across  

the Life Course
 12. Personality Development in Middle Childhood
 13. Personality in Adolescence
 14. Personality and Life Transitions  

in Young Adulthood

 15. Personality Development in  
Adulthood and Later Life

 16. Personality and Parenting
 IV. Cognitive and Motivational Processes
 17. Cognitive Approaches to Personality
 18. Implicit Motives
 19. A Cognitive–Affective Processing System 

Approach to Personality Dispositions
 20. Creativity and Genius
 V. Affective Processes
 21. Emotion and Personality
 22. The Approach System as a  

Component of Personality
 23. The Self-Conscious and Social Emotions
 24. Emotion Regulation
 25. Self-Regulatory Processes, Stress, and Coping
 VI. Self- and Social Processes
 26. Naturalizing the Self
 27. Identity Negotiation
 28. Self-Regulation and Personality
 29. Narcissism in Contemporary Personality 

Psychology

 30. Attachment Theory and Its Place  
in Contemporary Personality Theory  
and Research

 31. Persons, Situations, and Person– 
Situation Interactions

 32. Culture and Personality
 VII. Applications and Implications
 33. Personality and Religion
 34. Personality and Subjective Well-Being
 35. Personality and Psychopathology
 36. Personality and Personality Disorder
 37. Personality and Health
  VIII. Emerging Issues and New Directions
 38. Personality Interventions
 39. Ecological Sampling Methods for  

Studying Personality in Daily Life
 40. Putting Personality in Its Place
 41. What Do We Know When We Know Ourselves?
 42. Some Contributions of Economics  

to the Study of Personality

Contibutor Details: www.guilford.com/p/john

Available  
for Fall Course 

Adoptions!

June 2, 2022
7" x 10" Paperback, 942 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-5048-7, $55.00

Hardcover (2021):  
ISBN 978-1-4625-4495-0, $125.00

Global Certified Accessible ePub

ABOUT THE EDITORS
Oliver P. John, PhD, is Professor of 
Psychology and Research Psychologist at the 
Institute of Personality and Social Research at 
the University of California, Berkeley. 

Richard W. Robins, PhD, is Professor of 
Psychology at the University of California, 
Davis, where he is Director of the Personality, 
Self, and Emotions Laboratory; Director 
of the California Families Project; and a 
member of the core faculty for the National 
Institute of Mental Health Training Program 
in Affective Science.
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New Edition—Revised & Updated!

Introduction to Mediation, Moderation,  
and Conditional Process Analysis, THIRD EDITION
A Regression-Based Approach
Andrew F. Hayes, PhD

Acclaimed for its thorough presentation of mediation, moderation, and conditional process  
  analysis, this book has been updated to reflect the latest developments in PROCESS for 

SPSS, SAS, and, new to this edition, R. Using the principles of ordinary least squares regression,  
Andrew F. Hayes illustrates each step in an analysis using diverse examples from published studies,  
and displays SPSS, SAS, and R code for each example. Procedures are outlined for estimating and 
interpreting direct, indirect, and conditional effects; probing and visualizing interactions; testing 
hypotheses about the moderation of mechanisms; and reporting different types of analyses. Readers 
gain an understanding of the link between statistics and causality, as well as what the data are telling 
them. The companion website (www.afhayes.com) provides data for all the examples, plus the free 
PROCESS download.

NEW TO THIS EDITION
s Rewritten Appendix A, which provides the 

only documentation of PROCESS, includ-
ing a discussion of the syntax structure of 
PROCESS for R compared to SPSS and SAS.

s Expanded discussion of effect scaling and  
the difference between unstandardized,  
completely standardized, and partially  
standardized effects.

s Discussion of the meaning of and how to 
generate the correlation between mediator 
residuals in a multiple-mediator model,  
using a new PROCESS option.

s Discussion of a method for comparing the 
strength of two specific indirect effects that 
are different in sign.

s Introduction of a bootstrap-based  
Johnson–Neyman-like approach for  
probing moderation of mediation in a  
conditional process model.

s Discussion of testing for interaction between 
a causal antecedent variable X and a mediator 
M in a mediation analysis, and how to test 
this assumption in a new PROCESS feature.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM
“Reading this book is like taking an immersive workshop on mediation and moderation analysis, 
with the author right there to explain everything.” —Kristopher J. Preacher, Vanderbilt University

“I have used this text for several years in my graduate-level statistics classes. It makes the teaching of 
mediation and moderation much easier, and the associated PROCESS code makes conducting these 
analyses much less tedious….The third edition has all of the things I liked about the earlier editions, 
plus some nice new stuff—the inclusion of R code will be helpful to those who do not have access 
to SAS or SPSS….I recommend this book without reservation.” 
  —Karl L. Wuensch, East Carolina University

2022, 7" x 10" Hardcover, 732 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4903-0, $75.00

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Andrew F. Hayes, PhD, is 
Distinguished Research 
Professor at the Haskayne 
School of Business at the 
University of Calgary, 
Alberta, Canada. His 
research and writing on 

data analysis has been published widely.

CONTENTS
 I. Fundamentals
 1. Introduction 
 2. Fundamentals of Linear Regression Analysis 
 II. Mediation Analysis
 3. The Simple Mediation Model 
 4. Causal Steps, Scaling, Confounding,  

and Causal Order 
 5. More Than One Mediator 
 6. Mediation Analysis with a  

Multicategorical Antecedent 

 III. Moderation Analysis
 7. Fundamentals of Moderation Analysis 
 8. Extending the Fundamental Principles  

of Moderation Analysis 
 9. Some Myths and Additional Extensions  

of Moderation Analysis 
 10. Multicategorical Focal Antecedents  

and Moderators 
 IV. Conditional Process Analysis
 11. Fundamentals of Conditional Process Analysis 

 12. Further Examples of Conditional  
Process Analysis 

 13. Conditional Process Analysis with  
a Multicategorical Antecedent 

 V. Miscellanea
 14. Miscellaneous Topics and Some  

Frequently Asked Questions 
Appendix A. Using PROCESS
Appendix B. Constructing and Customizing 

Models in PROCESS
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New 

Bayesian Structural Equation Modeling
Sarah Depaoli, PhD, University of California, Merced

“The structure of each chapter is extremely well thought-out and facilitates understanding….I would 
absolutely consider using this book for a class on Bayesian structural equation modeling (SEM)— 
or a lecture on the topic in a broader SEM course—as well as for my own professional use as a 
reference guide.” —Katerina Marcoulides, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

“Researchers interested in applying Bayesian SEM in the social sciences will benefit from reading this 
book or taking a course based on it….All methods are illustrated by code, which is an important 
step toward implementing the methods and applying them to real problems.” 
 —Peng Ding, University of California, Berkeley

This book offers researchers a systematic and accessible introduction to using a Bayesian framework 
in SEM. Stand-alone chapters on each SEM model clearly explain the Bayesian form of the model 

and walk the reader through implementation. Engaging worked-through examples from diverse social 
science subfields illustrate the various modeling techniques, highlighting statistical or estimation 
problems that are likely to arise and describing potential solutions. For each model, instructions 
are provided for writing up findings for publication, including annotated sample data analysis plans 
and results sections. Other user-friendly features in every chapter include “Major Take-Home Points,” 
notation glossaries, annotated suggestions for further reading, and sample code in both Mplus and 
R. The companion website (www.guilford.com/depaoli-materials) supplies datasets; annotated code 
for implementation in both Mplus and R, so that users can work within their preferred platform; and 
output for all of the book’s examples.

New 

Evaluating and Valuing in Social Research
Thomas A. Schwandt, PhD, University of Illinois, Urbana–Champaign (Emeritus)
Emily F. Gates, PhD, Boston College

“Schwandt is our most important contemporary philosopher of evaluation….It is wonderful to see 
him thread his ideas on evaluation as a moral practice with Gates’s arguments for using diverse 
systems frameworks to grapple with competing conceptions of social problems and solutions. The 
book will push the evaluation field to new ways of thinking about values, valuing, and practice.  
I am eager to have it on my bookshelf and use it with my students.” 
 —Robin Lin Miller, Michigan State University

“This book presents a compelling case for reconceptualizing the role of evaluation and evaluators  
in a world beset by ‘wicked’ problems….The perspective taken by the authors is provocative and 
powerful, and their analysis deserves to be widely read in the field.” 
 —Michael Morris, University of New Haven (Emeritus)

Much applied research takes place as if complex social problems—and evaluations of interventions 
to address them—can be dealt with in a purely technical way. In contrast, this groundbreaking 

book offers an alternative approach that incorporates sustained, systematic reflection about researchers’ 
values, what values research promotes, how decisions about what to value are made and by whom, and 
how judging the value of social interventions takes place. The authors offer practical and conceptual 
guidance to help researchers engage meaningfully with value conflicts and refine their capacity to 
engage in deliberative argumentation. Pedagogical features include a detailed evaluation case, “Bridge 
to Practice” exercises and annotated resources in most chapters, and an end-of-book glossary.

2021, 61⁄8" x 91⁄4" Paperback, 250 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4732-6, $40.00

Hardcover:  
ISBN 978-1-4625-4733-3, $90.00
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Handbook of Wise Interventions
How Social Psychology Can Help People Change
Edited by Gregory M. Walton, PhD and Alia J. Crum, PhD

Precise shifts in the ways people make sense of themselves, others, and social situations can help 
people flourish. This compelling handbook synthesizes the growing body of research on wise 

interventions—brief, nonclinical strategies that are “wise” to the impact of social-psychological  
processes on behavior. Leading authorities describe how maladaptive or pejorative interpretations 
can undermine people’s functioning and how they can be altered to produce benefits in such areas as 
academic motivation and achievement, health, well-being, and personal relationships. Consistently 
formatted chapters review the development of each intervention, how it can be implemented, its 
evidence base, and implications for solving personal and societal problems.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM
“This volume is indispensable for anyone who wants to use psychological science to change behavior 
for the better. Each chapter explains a research-based approach to enhancing motivation or changing 
behavior, and discusses why it works, for whom, and under what conditions.” 
 —Angela Duckworth, University of Pennsylvania

“From leading researchers in the field, this is the kind of book that has the potential to change the 
lives of undergraduates, graduate students, and even faculty who yearn to make a difference in the 
world and who also want to discover new insights about people, institutions, and culture.” 
 —James W. Pennebaker, The University of Texas at Austin

“It’s not often that the world’s leading experts on the psychology of changing behavior and improving 
well-being come together to share their knowledge. This book presents the latest science on what it 
takes to promote learning, belonging, happiness, health, and peace.” 
 —Adam Grant, Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania

2020, 7" x 10" Hardcover, 474 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4383-0, $57.00

ABOUT THE EDITORS
Gregory M. Walton, PhD,  
is Associate Professor of 
Psychology and the Michael 
Forman University Fellow in 
Undergraduate Education  
at Stanford University. His 
research focuses on how 

basic social-psychological processes  
contribute to major social problems.

 Alia J. Crum, PhD, is 
Assistant Professor of 
Psychology at Stanford 
University and Primary 
Investigator of the Stanford 
Mind and Body Lab. Her 
research focuses on 
mindsets. CONTENTS

  Introduction, Walton & Crum
 I. Education
 1. A Growth Mindset about Intelligence,  

Dweck & Yeager
 2. The Social-Belonging Intervention,  

Walton & Brady
 3. Self-Affirmation Interventions,  

Sherman, Lokhande, Müller, & Cohen
 4. The Utility-Value Intervention,  

Hulleman & Harackiewicz
 5. Difference-Education,  

Stephens, Hamedani, & Townsend
 6. The Pathways Intervention as a Model 

to Design Broader Systems of Equitable 
Student Support, Destin & Hernandez

 7. The Strategic Resource Use  
Intervention, Chen

 II. Health and Well-Being
 8. Happiness Interventions, Layous
 9. The Stress-Mindset Intervention,  

Crum, Handley-Miner, & Smith

 10. Stress Reappraisal Interventions,  
Jamieson & Hangen

 11. Values-Alignment Interventions, Bryan
 12. The Taste-Focused-Labeling Intervention, 

Turnwald & Crum
 III. Conflict and Relationships
 13. The Incremental Theory of Personality 

Intervention, Yeager & Lee
 14. The Empathic-Discipline Intervention,  

Okonofua & Ruiz
 15. The Group-Malleability Intervention,  

Goldenberg, Gross, & Halperin
 16. The Couples Activity for Reappraising  

Emotions Intervention, Slotter & Luchies
 17. The Abstract Reframing Intervention, Marigold
 IV. Sustainability
 18. The Social Norms Approach,  

Nolan, Schultz, Cialdini, & Goldstein
 19. Dynamic Norm Interventions, Sparkman

Contributor Details: www.guilford.com/p/walton
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New 

Handbook of Language Analysis in Psychology
Edited by Morteza Dehghani, PhD and Ryan L. Boyd, PhD

Recent years have seen an explosion of interest in the use of computerized text analysis methods  
 to address basic psychological questions. This comprehensive handbook brings together leading 

language analysis scholars to present foundational concepts and methods for investigating human 
thought, feeling, and behavior using language. Contributors work toward integrating psychological 
science and theory with natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning. Ethical issues in 
working with natural language datasets are discussed in depth. 

CRITICAL ACCLAIM
“This volume provides a comprehensive examination of language analysis methods and how they  
are being used across an astonishing range of psychological research. It will be highly valuable to 
students and scholars.” —Philip Resnik, University of Maryland, College Park

“Dehghani and Boyd have brought together a formidable crew of experts to create an accessible  
guide to the latest developments in language analysis. This book is an ideal text for a graduate course, 
and can serve as a reference and source of inspiration for researchers.” 
 Sanjay Srivastava, University of Oregon

2022, 7" x 10" Hardcover, 630 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4843-9, $95.00

ABOUT THE EDITORS
Morteza Dehghani, PhD,  
is Associate Professor of 
Psychology and Computer 
Science and a member of 
the faculty of the Brain and 
Creativity Institute at the 
University of Southern 

California. Dr. Dehghani’s research relies  
on machine learning and natural language 
processing to explore cognitive and psycho-
logical traces in artifacts of social discourse. 

Ryan L. Boyd, PhD, is 
Assistant Professor of 
Behavioral Analytics at 
Lancaster University in the 
United Kingdom, holding 
shared appointments in the 
Department of Psychology, 

Security Lancaster, and the Data Science 
Institute. His research interests broadly 
revolve around how our motives are 
revealed in language.

CONTENTS
 I. Introduction and Methods
 1. Text Analysis for Psychology, Kennedy et al.
 II. Dyadic Synchrony/Psychological  

Coordination in Conversations
 2. Language Coordination in Writing and 

Conversation, Ireland & Nalabandian
 3. Language in Close Relationships, Horn & Meier
 4. Harnessing a Language Analysis Perspective  

to Uncover Emergent Group Processes,  
Kane & van Swol

 5. Cooperation, Interaction, Search,  
Boyce-Jacino & DeDeo

 III. Political Psychology
 6. Language Analysis in Political Psychology, 

Jordan
 7. Automated Integrative Complexity, Houck et al.
 8. Text as Data in Political Psychology, 

Schoonvelde et al.
 IV. Morality
 9. Language Analysis in Moral Psychology,  

Atari & Dehghani
 10. Morality in Politics, Wang & Inbar
 11. Morality in Language, Leone & Niemi
 V. Deception/Lying
 12. Motivation for Deception, Taylor et al.
 13. Lies and Language, Markowitz & Hancock
 14. Deception and Its Detection, Burgoon et al.
 VI. Personality and Individual Differences
 15. Investigating Individual Differences in Metaphor 

Use and Its Outcomes, Fetterman et al. 
 16. The Quantum Self, Jiang & Ramírez-Esparza
 17. Personality Disorder and Verbal Behavior, 

Entwistle et al.

 VII. Affect/Sentiment
 18. Behavioral Machine Intelligence with Language, 

Malandrakis et al.
 19. Theory-Driven Measurement of Emotion 

(Expressions) in Social Media Text, Brady et al.
 20. Identifying and Understanding the Targets  

of Sentiment Analysis, Welch et al.
  VIII. Public Health and Well-Being
 21. The Language of Environmentalism, Sachdeva
 22. The Language of Mindfulness, Polsinelli et al.
 IX. Judgment/Biases
 23. Knowledge, Cognition, and Everyday Judgment, 

Richie & Bhatia
 24. Sociolinguistic Properties of Word Embeddings, 

Arseniev-Koehler & Foster
 25. Social Biases in Word Embeddings and Their 

Relation to Human Cognition, Caliskan & Lewis
 26. Word Embeddings Reveal Social Group 

Attitudes and Stereotypes in Large Language 
Corpora, Charlesworth & Banaji

 X. Ethical Guidelines
 27. Ethical Pitfalls for Natural Language Processing 

in Psychology, Alfano et al.
 28. Ethical Issues in Text Mining for Mental Health, 

Skorburg & Friesen
 XI. Looking to the Horizon
 29. Intergrouping and Aging Matters Textually,  

Giles & Walther
 30. Text and Discourse with Humans and 

Computers, Graesser & Windsor
 31. Computer-Based Language Analysis as a 

Paradigm Shift, Pennebaker

Contributor Details: www.guilford.com/p/dehghani
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Attachment in Religion and Spirituality
A Wider View
Pehr Granqvist, PhD, Stockholm University, Sweden
Foreword by Phillip R. Shaver, PhD

“A terrific read and a thought-provoking contribution to both discussions in the psychology of 
religion and to scholarship on attachment.” —The American Journal of Psychology 

“Granqvist reminds me at times of William James, and, like James’s work, much of this book sings….
No one should consider studying attachment and the psychology of religion/spirituality without first 
thoroughly mastering this book.” —Ralph W. Hood, Jr., University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

Synthesizing diverse strands of theory and research, this compelling book explores the psychology of 
religion and spirituality through an innovative attachment lens. Pehr Granqvist examines the connec-
tions between early caregiving experiences, attachment patterns, and individual differences in religious 
cognition, experience, and behavior. 
2020, 6" x 9" Hardcover, 424 Pages, ISBN 978-1-4625-4268-0, $47.00

2021, 61⁄8" x 91⁄4" Hardcover, 448 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4602-2, $55.00

ABOUT THE EDITORS
Ross A. Thompson, PhD, is 
Distinguished Professor of 
Psychology at the University 
of California, Davis, where 
he directs the Social and 
Emotional Development 
Lab. 

Jeffry A. Simpson, PhD, is 
Distinguished University 
Teaching Professor and 
Chair of the Department of 
Psychology at the University 
of Minnesota, where he 
directs the Doctoral Minor 

in Interpersonal Relationships. 

 Lisa J. Berlin, PhD, is 
Professor at the University of 
Maryland School of Social 
Work. Dr. Berlin’s multi- 
disciplinary research  
program cuts across human 
development, psychology, 
social work, and public 
health. 
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New 

Attachment
The Fundamental Questions
Edited by Ross A. Thompson, PhD, Jeffry A. Simpson, PhD,  
and Lisa J. Berlin, PhD

“This book will prove richly rewarding to those already deeply steeped in attachment theory, research, 
clinical intervention, and even public policy, as well as those new to the subject….Classical and 
cutting-edge research is masterfully reported and evaluated in an effort to move the field in an 
interdisciplinary lifespan direction. This volume is an intellectual feast—enjoy the meal!” 
 —Jay Belsky, University of California, Davis

“This is a volume of extraordinary importance for our knowledge about attachment relationships in 
human development….I have no doubt that this landmark volume will be a standard reference for 
years to come.” —Robert C. Pianta, University of Virginia

The ongoing growth of attachment research has given rise to new perspectives on classic theoretical 
questions as well as fruitful new debates. This unique book identifies nine central questions facing 

the field and invites leading authorities to address them in 46 succinct chapters. Multiple perspectives 
are presented on what constitutes an attachment relationship, the best ways to measure attachment 
security, how internal working models operate, the importance of early attachment relationships for 
later behavior, challenges in cross-cultural research, how attachment-based interventions work, and 
more. The concluding chapter by the editors delineates points of convergence and divergence among 
the contributions and distills important implications for future theory and research.

TOPICS: Defining Attachment and Attachment Security • Measuring the Security of  
Attachment • The Nature and Function of Internal Working Models • Stability and Change  
in the Security of Attachment • The Continuing Influence of Early Attachment • Culture and 
Attachment • Separation and Loss • Attachment-Based Interventions • Attachment, Systems, 
and Services 
Complete Table of Contents and Contributor Details: www.guilford.com/p/thompson

See two important journals at www.guilfordjournals.com 
Promotional Code WFSP2 saves you 20% on your subscription when you order online.

Take advantage of two ways to read Guilford journals—
Pay-Per-View Articles and 24-Hour Day Pass

PAY-PER-

VIEW DAY PASS
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New in Paperback

The Unconscious
Theory, Research, and Clinical Implications
Joel Weinberger, PhD and Valentina Stoycheva, PhD

Weaving together state-of-the-art research, theory, and clinical insights, this book provides a new 
understanding of the unconscious and its centrality in human functioning. The authors review 

heuristics, implicit memory, implicit learning, attribution theory, implicit motivation, automaticity,  
affective versus cognitive salience, embodied cognition, and clinical theories of unconscious  
functioning. They integrate this work with cognitive neuroscience views of the mind to create  
an empirically supported model of the unconscious. Arguing that widely used psychotherapies—
including both psychodynamic and cognitive approaches—have not kept pace with current science, 
the book identifies promising directions for clinical practice.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM
“Weinberger is one of the world’s leading experts on the unconscious mind. He has teamed with 
Stoycheva to produce a contemporary review that manages to be both sweeping in its scope and 
illuminating in its depth….This makes the book an ideal text for cognitive science courses on 
conscious and unconscious human information processing, providing a more complete and 
historical treatment than do most contemporary texts.” —John A. Bargh, Yale University

“A ‘must read’ for anyone who wants to know how our minds and brains really work when we’re not 
looking….Weinberger and Stoycheva synthesize the best scientific and clinical thinking about the 
range of unconscious processes that control our thoughts, feelings, motivation, and behavior. The 
authors glide effortlessly from philosophical thought on the nature of consciousness, to complex 
experiments in cognitive neuroscience, to provocative ideas from contemporary psychoanalysis.” 
 Drew Westen, Emory University

2021, 6" x 9" Paperback, 396 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4769-2, $35.00

Hardcover (2020):
ISBN 978-1-4625-4105-8, $85.00

7 Winner—American Board and Academy  
of Psychoanalysis Book Prize (Theory)

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Joel Weinberger, PhD, is 
Professor in the Derner 
School of Psychology at 
Adelphi University. His 
research on unconscious 
processes has been recog-
nized with the Ulf Kragh 

Award from the University of Lundh, Sweden. 

Valentina Stoycheva, PhD,  
is a staff psychologist at 
Northwell Health in Bay 
Shore, New York, where she 
works with military service 
members, veterans, and 
their families. She is also a 

cofounder and director of Stress and Trauma 
Evaluation and Psychological Services 
(STEPS), a group practice that focuses on the 
integrative treatment of trauma. 

CONTENTS
 1. Introduction
 I. Early History of the Unconscious
 2. Philosophical Precursors
 3. Dynamic Psychiatry and Early  

Academic Psychology
 4. Psychoanalysis
 II. Empirical Approaches to the Unconscious
 5. The Beginnings of Experimental Work on 

Unconscious Processes
 6. Unconscious Processes Move from  

Outcast to Mainstream
 7. Empirical Tests of Unconscious Phenomena: 

The Effects of Subliminal Exposure
 8. Attention Models Bring the Unconscious  

to the Mainstream
 9. Unconscious Processes:  

From Mainstream to Central Tenet

 III. The Unconscious Rediscovered
 10. The Normative Unconscious
 11. Implicit Memory
 12. Implicit Learning
 13. Implicit Motivation
 14. Automaticity
 15. Attribution Theory
 16. Affective Primacy
 17. From Metaphor to Embodied Cognition
 IV. Computational Neuroscience and  

the Unconscious
 18. Computational Models of the Mind
 19. Massive Modularity
 20. Parallel Distributed Processing
 21. From Exaptation to Neural Reuse
 22. A Model of the Unconscious:  

Theory and Implications for Psychotherapy

Download a 
Guilford E-book  
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available as e-books 
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vendors.
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can easily read on all of your devices. Our e-books are fully searchable and have no copy/paste or 
print restrictions for personal use. Plus, when you buy an e-book from Guilford, you get access to 
all available formats (ePub and PDF) and can also get the print format for only 10% more.  
That’s a savings of 45% off the list price for both formats, if bought separately.
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New in Paperback

Handbook of Personality Development
Edited by Dan P. McAdams, PhD, Rebecca L. Shiner, PhD,
and Jennifer L. Tackett, PhD

Bringing together prominent scholars, this authoritative volume considers the development  
of personality at multiple levels—from the neuroscience of dispositional traits to the cultural 

shaping of life stories. Illustrated with case studies and concrete examples, the Handbook integrates  
areas of research that have often remained disparate. It offers a lifespan perspective on the  
many factors that influence each individual’s psychological makeup and examines the interface of 
personality development with health, psychopathology, relationships, and the family. Contributors 
provide broad-based, up-to-date reviews of theories, empirical findings, methodological innovations, 
and emerging trends.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM
“This extraordinary volume is likely to become the seminal resource on personality development.  
The diversity represented is truly amazing—an international group of junior and senior scholars 
present the best science the field has to offer, from a host of different perspectives. The content  
is both deep and broad, including in-depth treatments of personality traits and motivation, person-
ological inquiries, neuroscientific and genetic approaches, and longitudinal research....I cannot 
imagine a scholar of personality science who would not view this handbook as required reading.” 
 —Laura A. King, University of Missouri–Columbia

“Researchers, as well as instructors at all levels, will find this volume extremely helpful in bringing 
them up to speed on areas they do not know well, and updating them in areas where they already 
have expertise.” —Julie K. Norem, Wellesley College

2021, 7" x 10" Paperback, 623 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4773-9, $55.00

Hardcover (2019):  
ISBN 978-1-4625-3693-1, $105.00

ABOUT THE EDITORS
Dan P. McAdams, PhD, is the Henry Wade 
Rogers Professor of Psychology and 
Professor of Education and Social Policy at 
Northwestern University. 

Rebecca L. Shiner, PhD, is Professor of 
Psychology at Colgate University. 

Jennifer L. Tackett, PhD, is Associate 
Professor of Psychology and Director of 
Clinical Training at Northwestern University. 

CONTENTS
 I. Personality Development and Human Nature
 1. The Emergence of Personality, McAdams
 2. The Evolutionary Context of Personality 

Development, Del Giudice
 3. Theoretical Concepts in the Genetics of 

Personality Development, Tucker-Drob & Briley
 4. The Development of a Person,  

R. M. Lerner & J. V. Lerner
 II. Social Actors
 5. Personality Neuroscience, DeYoung & Allen
 6. Emotion Reactivity and Regulation, Buss et al.
 7. Extraversion, Smillie et al.
 8. Negative Emotionality and Neuroticism from 

Childhood through Adulthood, Shiner
 9. Lifespan Development of Conscientiousness, 

Jackson & Hill
 10. Agreeableness, Tackett et al.
 11. The Structure, Measurement, and 

Development of Openness to Experience 
across Adulthood, Schwaba

 12. Temperament and Personality Trait 
Development in the Family, Lengua et al.

 13. Culture, Context, and the Development  
of Traits, Slobodskaya

 14. Stability and Change in Personality Traits  
over the Lifespan, Bleidorn & Hopwood

 III. Motivated Agents
 15. Attachment and Social Development within  

a Life-History Perspective, Simpson & Jones
 16. Needs, Motives, and Personality Development, 

Sheldon & Schüler
 17. Achievement Strivings, Durik & Renninger
 18. Personality Development in Adulthood,  

Freund et al.
 19. Development of Self-Esteem across the 

Lifespan, Orth & Robins
 20. Moral Development and Moral Values, 

Narvaez
 21. Religion, Spirituality, and the Agential Self, 

Wink et al.
 22. Culture and the Development of Motives, 

Values, and Social Selves, Gregg
 IV. Autobiographical Authors
 23. Developmental Foundations of the Narrative 

Author in Early Mother–Child Reminiscing, 
Fivush et al.

 24. Narrative Identity in Adolescence and 
Adulthood, McLean & Lilgendahl

 25. Narrative Identity Development across the 
Lifespan and Psychological Well-Being, Adler

 26. Narrative, Identity, and Identity Statuses, 
Josselson

 27. The Dialogic Development of Personality, 
Hammack & Toolis

 V. Applications and Integrations
 28. Personality Development and Health, 

Hampson
 29. The Development of Subjective Well-Being 

across the Lifespan, Hudson et al.
 30. Personality Development and Internalizing 

Psychopathology, Durbin
 31. Personality Development and Externalizing 

Psychopathology, Martel et al.
 32. The Development of Personality Disorders, 

Chanen & Thompson
 33. Personality Development and Relationships  

in Adulthood, Senia & Donnellan

Contributor Details: www.guilford.com/p/mcadams4

See also the authored book The Art and Science of Personality Development,  
by Dan P. McAdams: www.guilford.com/p/mcadams3
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Handbook of Cultural Psychology
SECOND EDITION
Edited by Dov Cohen, PhD, University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
Shinobu Kitayama, PhD, University of Michigan

“The second edition of this extraordinary handbook—which is almost all new—once again captures 
the most important and fascinating topics in cultural psychology. It brings the reader up to date on 
exciting developments in the field, including applications to health, economic behavior, and 
beyond.” —Carol S. Dweck, Stanford University

“This book is readable, wide ranging, and will remind you of taking a walk in your favorite city, 
where you will turn a corner and never know exactly what is coming but you are sure that whatever 
you come across will be noteworthy, attractive, and compelling.” —PsycCRITIQUES 

This handbook offers the authoritative presentation of theories, methods, and applications in 
the dynamic field of cultural psychology. Leading scholars review state-of-the-art empirical 

research on how culture affects nearly every aspect of human functioning. The volume examines how  
topics fundamental to psychology—such as cognition, emotion, motivation, development, and  
mental health—are influenced by cultural meanings and practices. It also addresses the psychological 
and evolutionary underpinnings of cultural stability and change. The second edition reflects important  
advances in cultural neuroscience and an increasing emphasis on application, among many other 
changes. As a special bonus, purchasers of the second edition can download a supplemental e-book 
featuring several notable, highly cited chapters from the first edition. 

New Edition—Revised & Updated!

The Social Psychology of Gender
SECOND EDITION
How Power and Intimacy Shape Gender Relations
Laurie A. Rudman, PhD, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Peter Glick, PhD, Lawrence University

“The updated second edition of this excellent text provides insightful analyses of the social psycho-
logical processes that underlie gender effects in social interaction. The clear and engaging writing 
makes this book an excellent choice for courses on gender in psychology and related fields. Students 
will enjoy this book as they learn from it.” —Alice H. Eagly, Northwestern University

Noted for its accessibility, this text—now revised and updated to reflect a decade of advances in 
the field—examines how attitudes and beliefs about gender profoundly shape all aspects of daily 

life. From the schoolyard to the workplace to dating, sex, and marriage, men and women alike are 
pressured to conform to gender roles that limit their choices and impede equality. The text uses real-
world examples to explore such compelling questions as where masculine and feminine stereotypes 
come from, the often hidden ways in which male dominance is maintained, and how challenging 
conventional romantic ideals can strengthen heterosexual relationships.

NEW TO THIS EDITION: s Chapter on the sexualization of women’s bodies, and resistance 
to it (including #MeToo). s Chapter on the harmful effects of “real man” ideology. s Numerous 
new examples drawn from current events. s Updated throughout with the latest theories, research, 
and findings. 
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Research Methods

Becoming a Behavioral 
Science Researcher
SECOND EDITION
A Guide to Producing  
Research That Matters
Rex B. Kline, PhD

“Kline takes the next step in treating 
psychology as a science. He argues for 
thoughtful, rigorous, and transparent 
research, because it will make our 
knowledge base more reproducible….
This is truly a new book for a new time.”

—Harris M. Cooper

Acclaimed for helping novice behavioral scientists hit the ground 
running as producers of meaningful research, this text has been 
extensively revised with more than 50% new material, including 
current guidance on open science; transparency; replication; and 
quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods reporting standards. 
The book provides the conceptual knowledge and practical skills 
needed to bridge the gap between introductory research design and 
analysis courses and execution of an independent study. 

Dyadic Data Analysis
David A. Kenny, PhD
Deborah A. Kashy, PhD
William L. Cook, PhD

“Everyone who studies interpersonal 
processes should have this book on 
their shelves. Researchers following 
the analytical strategies laid out in this 
book need only to cite this book and its 
authors to validate their analyses.”

—Linda Albright

Interpersonal phenomena such as 
attachment, conflict, person perception, 
learning, and influence have traditionally 
been studied by examining individuals 
in isolation, which falls short of capturing their truly interpersonal 
nature. This book offers state-of-the-art solutions to this age-
old problem by presenting methodological and data-analytic 
approaches useful in investigating processes that take place among 
dyads: couples, coworkers, parent and child, teacher and student, 
or doctor and patient, to name just a few. Rich examples from 
psychology and across the behavioral and social sciences help build 
the researcher’s ability to conceptualize relationship processes; 
model and test for actor effects, partner effects, and relationship 
effects; and model and control for the statistical interdependence 
that can exist between partners.
Companion website: www.guilford.com/kenny2-materials

New Edition—Revised & Updated!

Statistics Translated
SECOND EDITION
A Step-by-Step Guide to  
Analyzing and Interpreting Data
Steven R. Terrell, PhD

“Tremendously accessible and well 
written….Like the first edition, the 
second edition is an excellent text 
for psychology research methods or 
behavioral statistics courses, and is 
valuable for anyone who must use and 
interpret statistics.”         —Robin A. Barry

Roping the reader in with humor and 
real-world case examples presented as 
mysteries to be solved, this engaging text 
has been updated with new cases, the latest version of SPSS, and 
new coverage of multivariate analysis of variance. Steven R. Terrell 
prepares students and practitioners to become informed consumers 
of statistics so that they can make decisions based on data, and 
understand decisions others have made. 

ss Bestselling Text and Reference

Theory Construction and 
Model-Building Skills
SECOND EDITION
A Practical Guide for  
Social Scientists
James Jaccard, PhD
Jacob Jacoby, PhD 

“Essential reading for students in the 
social sciences….This book can serve as 
a stand-alone text in courses devoted to 
theory construction or as a supplemental 
text in more general courses on 
scientific and research methods. The 
new companion website for the second 
edition is invaluable.”         —Hart Blanton

This accessible, hands-on text has now been revised and updated, 
with expanded coverage of topics including how theory may 
emerge from exploratory data analysis. Emergent theory is now 
covered in mixed methods as well as qualitative approaches, plus 
in a new chapter on exploratory quantitative methods that can 
help generate new theory through data mining. The book prepares 
graduate students, new researchers, and even seasoned investigators 
to develop their own theories and build on existing ones. 
Companion website: www.theory-construction.com
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ss Bestselling Text and Reference

Principles and Practice  
of Structural Equation 
Modeling
FOURTH EDITION
Rex B. Kline, PhD

“Kline’s use of the companion website to 
distribute real examples is excellent. After 
reading about the models and analyses, it 
is helpful—actually vital—to be able to 
practice running the models in various 
software packages.”           —Craig S. Wells

Emphasizing concepts and rationale 
over mathematical minutiae, this is 
the most widely used, complete, and 
accessible SEM text. Continuing the 
tradition of using real data examples from a variety of disciplines, 
the significantly revised fourth edition incorporates recent 
developments such as Pearl’s graphing theory and the structural 
causal model, measurement invariance, and more. The companion 
website (www.guilford.com/kline-materials) supplies data, syntax, 
and output for the book’s examples—now including files for Amos, 
EQS, LISREL, Mplus, Stata, and R (lavaan).

Longitudinal Structural 
Equation Modeling  
with Mplus
A Latent State–Trait Perspective
Christian Geiser, PhD

“Geiser offers a careful, clear analysis 
of advantages and limitations of each 
method, and includes discussions of 
missing data, Bayesian analysis, dynamic 
structural equation modeling (SEM) 
for intensive longitudinal data, and 
model selection strategies….Even a 
beginning SEM user will have no trouble 
understanding this book.”

—Kristopher J. Preacher

An in-depth guide to executing longitudinal confirmatory  
factor analysis and SEM in Mplus, this book uses latent state–trait 
theory as a unifying conceptual framework, including the relevant 
coefficients of consistency, occasion specificity, and reliability. The 
companion website (www.guilford.com/geiser2-materials) features 
data sets, annotated syntax files, and output for all of the examples.

Quasi-Experimentation
A Guide to Design and Analysis
Charles S. Reichardt, PhD

“Reichardt provides an expansive 
treatment of quasi-experimental designs, 
in the tradition of Shadish, Cook, and 
Campbell….Students will appreciate 
the numerous examples that help clarify 
the concepts. I would recommend this 
book for any graduate research methods 
class—I will certainly use it myself.”

—Felix J. Thoemmes

Featuring engaging examples from 
diverse disciplines, this book explains 
how to use modern approaches to quasi-experimentation to derive 
credible estimates of treatment effects under the demanding 
constraints of field settings. Foremost expert Charles S. Reichardt 
provides an in-depth examination of the design and statistical 
analysis of pretest–posttest, nonequivalent groups, regression 
discontinuity, and interrupted time-series designs. Comparing 
quasi-experiments to randomized experiments, Reichardt discusses 
when and why the former might be a better choice than the latter 
in the face of the contingencies that are likely to arise in practice.

New

Composite-Based  
Structural Equation  
Modeling
Analyzing Latent and  
Emergent Variables
Jörg Henseler, PhD

“Offers a novel perspective on structural 
equation modeling (SEM) in which 
constructs are viewed as composites 
rather than factors....Students will get a 
fresh view of SEM and learn the SEM 
fundamentals; experienced researchers 
can use this book as an opportunity to elevate  
the discussion about SEM.”                —Ge Jiang

This book presents powerful tools for integrating interrelated 
composites—such as capabilities, policies, treatments, indices, and 
systems—into SEM. Jörg Henseler introduces the types of research 
questions that can be addressed with composite-based SEM and 
explores the differences between composite- and factor-based SEM, 
variance- and covariance-based SEM, and emergent and latent 
variables. 
Companion Website: www.compositebasedsem.com
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ss The Classic Work

Interpersonal Perception, SECOND EDITION
The Foundation of Social Relationships
David A. Kenny, PhD, University of Connecticut
Foreword by David C. Funder, PhD

“Readers of this book are in for a rare treat. The book usefully updates and expands Kenny’s land-
mark exposition published in 1994….Thanks to David Kenny for doing the work, providing the 
insight, and organizing the field of interpersonal judgment at this crucial point in its history, when 
the field can be considered mature but is also confronting a number of possible directions as to 
where to go next.” —from the Foreword by David C. Funder

People make judgments about others all the time, often without realizing they are doing so. How are 
interpersonal impressions formed? How accurate are our perceptions of other people’s traits—and 
our own? In this major revision of his landmark work, David A. Kenny provides a reader-friendly 
examination of these and other critical questions, identifying key components that shape impressions 
and their accuracy. The second edition is virtually a new book, incorporating 25 years of theoretical, 
empirical, and methodological advances.
2020, 6" x 9" Hardcover, 400 Pages, ISBN 978-1-4625-4151-5, $47.00
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Atlas of Moral Psychology
Edited by Kurt Gray, PhD
Jesse Graham, PhD

“The tremendous recent growth of 
interest in moral psychology has yielded 
no shortage of deep debate and thorny 
thickets. Gray and Graham have 
brought together a talented array of 
scholars who are working to cut 
through these intellectual brambles. 
Their objective is nothing short of 
mapping the full complexity of the 
moral domain. This volume is a major 
achievement.” —Linda J. Skitka

ss The Classic Work

Handbook of Attachment
THIRD EDITION
Theory, Research, and  
Clinical Applications
Edited by Jude Cassidy, PhD
Phillip R. Shaver, PhD

“Impressive….The breadth and depth of 
the content are stunning. This hand-
book is required reading for anyone 
who wants information regarding the 
current status of attachment theory and 
research, including students, researchers, 
and professionals interested in a broad 
array of topics.” —Nancy Eisenberg
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ss Bestseller 

Self-Determination Theory
Basic Psychological Needs in  
Motivation, Development,  
and Wellness
Richard M. Ryan, PhD
Edward L. Deci, PhD

“This valuable volume presents a 
synthesis of four decades of systematic 
work within one of the most com- 
prehensive, profound research programs 
on human motivation in the history  
of psychology. It is a true milestone  
in motivational research, as rich in 
conceptual insights as it is in exciting 
findings....An assured and instant 
classic!” —Arie W. Kruglanski

Handbook of Emotions
FOURTH EDITION
Edited by Lisa Feldman Barrett, PhD
Michael Lewis, PhD
Jeannette M. Haviland-Jones, PhD

“Offering the most comprehensive 
coverage imaginable, this handbook 
continues to occupy a unique position 
in the emotion field. Experts will find  
it invaluable for keeping current, and 
novices will find it an appealing and 
accessible introduction.” —Susan T. Fiske
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